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Term Paper Ideas
Now available together as a set for a discounted price: Writing A Successful Research Paper: A Simple Approach, by Stanley
Chodorow, with, Writing with Sources, (Second Edition): A Guide for Students, by Gordon Harvey. Writing a Successful Research
Paper is a brief, practical guide that offers a clear and comprehensive strategy for conceptualizing, approaching, and executing the
task of writing a research paper in the humanities and social sciences. In addition, it provides: a critical and process-oriented
approach to the tasks of topic selection, formulation of the research question, thesis development, and argumentation, judiciously
selected examples drawn from a broad range of disciplines, concise treatment of the aims, methods, and conventions of scholarly
research, including the opportunities and pitfalls of Internet use, a wealth of conceptual and organizational tools, and more. Writing
with Sources was developed for Harvard University's Expository Writing Program, Writing with Sources describes the main
principles and methods of integrating and citing sources in scholarly work, and provides cogent guidance on avoiding the misuse
of sources. The second edition of Writing with Sources is updated throughout, and includes new material on the roles sources play
in argument, on assessing the reliability of sources, and on attitudes about writing that can lead to plagiarism.
The authors of the volume set themselves an almost impossible task. They have put together, with very well done short
annotations, an impressive array of bibliographical information on the contibution of religion to social change. Choice This
bibliographic survey focuses on one aspect of religion: situations in which organized religious groups have served as active agents
in social change. These situations have been studied by sociologists, historians, anthropologists, and political scientists, and in this
work Wolcott and Bolger discuss the literature and provide a guide to the main sources in English. The concentration is on
religious-based social movements in modern societies since the industrial revolution, and in Third World countries from the
beginning of their independence movements. In addition, there are sections on such topics as messianic movements, the religious
radical-right, and sacral kingship. The volume is organized into two major sections, an introductory survey and an annotated
bibliography. The introductory survey includes discussions of the comparative study of religious social action, the role that religious
organizations play in modern societies, contemporary studies of other societies, and churches and social action throughout history.
The annotated bibliography contains over 600 items covering all the major religions and is arranged in the same organizational
scheme as the survey. Each entry is numbered consecutively, and references throughout the text refer to the item numbers. The
book concludes with author, title, and subject indexes. This reference work will be an important source for courses in religious
studies, history, and the social sciences, as well as a valuable addition to both academic and public libraries.
Combining current knowledge of what works in teaching and learning with the most enduring philosophies of classical education,
this book challenges readers to develop the skills, attitudes, knowledge, and habits of mind of strong writers.
"This is not a book about charismatic visionary leaders. It is not about visionary product concepts or visionary products or visionary
market insights. Nor is it about just having a corporate vision. This is a book about something far more important, enduring, and
substantial. This is a book about visionary companies." So write Jim Collins and Jerry Porras in this groundbreaking book that
shatters myths, provides new insights, and gives practical guidance to those who would like to build landmark companies that
stand the test of time. Drawing upon a six-year research project at the Stanford University Graduate School of Business, Collins
and Porras took eighteen truly exceptional and long-lasting companies -- they have an average age of nearly one hundred years
and have outperformed the general stock market by a factor of fifteen since 1926 -- and studied each company in direct
comparison to one of its top competitors. They examined the companies from their very beginnings to the present day -- as startups, as midsize companies, and as large corporations. Throughout, the authors asked: "What makes the truly exceptional
companies different from other companies?" What separates General Electric, 3M, Merck, Wal-Mart, Hewlett-Packard, Walt
Disney, and Philip Morris from their rivals? How, for example, did Procter & Gamble, which began life substantially behind rival
Colgate, eventually prevail as the premier institution in its industry? How was Motorola able to move from a humble battery repair
business into integrated circuits and cellular communications, while Zenith never became dominant in anything other than TVs?
How did Boeing unseat McDonnell Douglas as the world's best commercial aircraft company -- what did Boeing have that
McDonnell Douglas lacked? By answering such questions, Collins and Porras go beyond the incessant barrage of management
buzzwords and fads of the day to discover timeless qualities that have consistently distinguished out-standing companies. They
also provide inspiration to all executives and entrepreneurs by destroying the false but widely accepted idea that only charismatic
visionary leaders can build visionary companies. Filled with hundreds of specific examples and organized into a coherent
framework of practical concepts that can be applied by managers and entrepreneurs at all levels, Built to Last provides a master
blueprint for building organizations that will prosper long into the twenty-first century and beyond.
Any teacher driven to despair by a stack of student research papers will find welcome inspiration in Beyond Note Cards.Since the
research paper first became a fixture in the composition classroom, no other assignment has caused as much dread in students.
By putting it in historical context, Ballenger offers new insight into the problems and promise of the research paper - and practical
advice on how to revive it. Beyond Note Cardsexamines the best of the existing scholarship to offer a fresh, theoretically sound
approach to teaching the research paper. Drawing on the recent movement to encourage inquiry-based learning, Ballenger argues
that the spirit of inquiry should be at the heart of research paper instruction - not the usual preoccupation with teaching the paper's
formal qualities. While Ballenger deals with theory, his book is never dry. Through case studies of his students and often revealing
autobiographical anecdotes, the author weaves a fascinating story about the evolution of the research paper historically and in his
own classroom. The book also contains many practical features, including: classroom-tested exercises and assignments to help
students become better researchers and research writers original survey information that instructors can use to discuss the
assignment with their own students a special section on how to teach the double-entry journal as part of a research assignment a
helpful appendix that explores Internet research and new approaches to note taking. Beyond Note Cardsis an essential resource
for instructors who are anxious to build connections between personal writing assignments and academic writing by highlighting
the "habits of mind" that are present in both. In addition, teachers who already use Ballenger's popular student handbook, The
Curious Researcher(Allyn & Bacon), will discover new ways to supplement it.
This brief guide provides answers to the questions that plague most new college students. Why do we have to write papers in the
first place? How is a term paper graded? How do I structure a term paper? What's plagiarism, and how do I cite sources? What
writing style should I use? How do I proofread my paper? What are some ideas for term papers? This guide also provides an
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example term paper, complete with citations. Written with humor and brevity; Term Papers: An Informal Guide is the perfect aid for
a college student who needs a little help jump-starting their writing.

The idea of the gap year has taken hold in America. Since its development in Britain nearly fifty years ago, taking time off
between secondary school and college has allowed students the opportunity to travel, develop crucial life skills, and grow
up, all while doing volunteer work in much-needed parts of the developing world.
Paragraph Development helps students edit their own writing for clarity and accuracy and offers a three-phase strategy
for building writing skills through planning, writing, and revising. The approach in each chapter is direct and functional: a
model is provided and graphically explained, then students use the model to write their own paragraphs.-- Offers
controlled information-transfer exercises, a choice of writing topics, and peer consultation and writing-evaluation
methods.
The collection demonstrates the ways in which established traditions and scholars have come together under the
umbrella of linguistic ethnography to explore important questions about how language and communication are used in a
range of settings and contexts, and with what effect.
This booklet is designed to guide the student through the process of writing a research paper- from selecting a topic to
polishing the final draft. Writing a Research Paper will develop the skills that will benefit the student in every area of life,
now and in the future.
BEST GIFT IDEA 2018 - SPECIAL PRICE- Normally $16.95 (WHILE STOCKS LAST ) Creative Writing Prompts Are you
ready for new challenges guaranteed to help you improve your creativity, writing and conceptual skills in just a few short
hours? With 365 creative writing prompts, you can. Remove yourself from your comfort zone, and start to explore the
unchartered paths to finding new and improved writing styles to benefit you. 365 creative writing prompts is guaranteed to
be the perfect writing companion. New Creative Writing Prompts
The hidden brain is the voice in our ear when we make the most important decisions in our lives—but we’re never aware
of it. The hidden brain decides whom we fall in love with and whom we hate. It tells us to vote for the white candidate and
convict the dark-skinned defendant, to hire the thin woman but pay her less than the man doing the same job. It can
direct us to safety when disaster strikes and move us to extraordinary acts of altruism. But it can also be manipulated to
turn an ordinary person into a suicide terrorist or a group of bystanders into a mob. In a series of compulsively readable
narratives, Shankar Vedantam journeys through the latest discoveries in neuroscience, psychology, and behavioral
science to uncover the darkest corner of our minds and its decisive impact on the choices we make as individuals and as
a society. Filled with fascinating characters, dramatic storytelling, and cutting-edge science, this is an engrossing
exploration of the secrets our brains keep from us—and how they are revealed.
A little more than seventy-five years ago, Kate L. Turabian drafted a set of guidelines to help students understand how to
write, cite, and formally submit research writing. Seven editions and more than nine million copies later, the name
Turabian has become synonymous with best practices in research writing and style. Her Manual for Writers continues to
be the gold standard for generations of college and graduate students in virtually all academic disciplines. Now in its
eighth edition, A Manual for Writers of Research Papers, Theses, and Dissertations has been fully revised to meet the
needs of today’s writers and researchers. The Manual retains its familiar three-part structure, beginning with an overview
of the steps in the research and writing process, including formulating questions, reading critically, building arguments,
and revising drafts. Part II provides an overview of citation practices with detailed information on the two main scholarly
citation styles (notes-bibliography and author-date), an array of source types with contemporary examples, and detailed
guidance on citing online resources. The final section treats all matters of editorial style, with advice on punctuation,
capitalization, spelling, abbreviations, table formatting, and the use of quotations. Style and citation recommendations
have been revised throughout to reflect the sixteenth edition of The Chicago Manual of Style. With an appendix on paper
format and submission that has been vetted by dissertation officials from across the country and a bibliography with the
most up-to-date listing of critical resources available, A Manual for Writers remains the essential resource for students
and their teachers.
Unlike most textbooks that focus only on the technical points, these 50 worksheets go beyond basic term paper
"mechanics" to help students overcome obstacles that cause stress and writing blocks. They offer practical strategies for
students' most common problems, such as negative self-talk, trouble budgeting time, procrastination, being blocked for
ideas, or getting bogged down in research. Topics present the entire research and writing processes in easy,
manageable steps.
From blank page to final draft, this is your straightforward guide to research papers You're sitting at your desk in a
classroom or in an airless cubicle, wondering how many minutes are left in a seemingly endless day, when suddenly your
teacher or supervisor lowers the boom: She wants a research paper, complete with footnotes and a list of sources. She
wants accuracy, originality, and good grammar. And – gasp! – she wants ten pages! You may be 16 years old or 60
years old, but your reaction is the same: Help! Take heart. A research paper may seem daunting, but it's a far-fromimpossible project to accomplish. Turning research into writing is actually quite easy, as long as you follow a few proven
techniques. And that's where Research Papers For Dummies steps in to help. In this easy-to-understand guide, you find
out how to search for information using both traditional printed sources and the electronic treasure troves of the Internet.
You also discover how to take all those bits of information, discarding the irrelevant ones, and put them into a form that
illustrates your point with clarity and originality. Here's just a sampling of the topics you'll find in Research Papers For
Dummies: Types of research papers, from business reports to dissertations The basic ingredients of a paper:
Introduction, body, conclusion, footnotes, and bibliography Note-taking methods while doing research Avoiding
plagiarism and other research paper pitfalls Defining your thesis statement and choosing a structure for your paper
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Supporting your argument and drawing an insightful conclusion Revising and polishing your prose Top Ten lists on the
best ways to begin your research online and in print Research Papers For Dummies also includes an appendix that's full
of research paper ideas if you're stuck. If you're tasked with writing a research paper, chances are you already have a lot
of demands on your time. You don't need another huge pile of papers to read. This book can actually save you time in
the long run, because it gives you the easiest, fastest, and most successful methods for completing your paper.
This Second Edition of Diana Ridley’s bestselling guide to the literature review outlines practical strategies for reading
and note taking, and guides the reader on how to conduct a systematic search of the available literature, and uses cases
and examples throughout to demonstrate best practice in writing and presenting the review. New to this edition are
examples drawn from a wide range of disciplines, a new chapter on conducting a systematic review, increased coverage
of issues of evaluating quality and conducting reviews using online sources and online literature and enhanced guidance
in dealing with copyright and permissions issues.
Project management as a discipline has experienced near-exponential growth in its application across the business and
not-for-profit sectors. This original, authoritative guide provides both practitioner and student researchers with a complete
guide to research practice on project management. In Designs, Methods and Practices for Research of Project
Management, Beverly Pasian has brought together original chapters from a veritable who's who of project management
research including authors such as Harvey Maylor, Christophe Bredillet, Derek Walker, Miles Shepherd, Janice Thomas,
Naomi Brookes and Darren Dalcher. The collection looks at research strategy, management, methodology, techniques
as well as emerging topics such as social network analysis. The 38 chapters offer an international perspective with
examples from a wide range of project management applications; engineering, construction, mega-projects, high-risk
environments and social transformation. Each chapter includes tips and exercises for the research student, as well as a
complete set of further references.
Textbooks are symbols of centuries-old education. They're often outdated as soon as they hit students' desks. Acting "by
the textbook" implies compliance and a lack of creativity. It's time to ditch those textbooks--and those textbook
assumptions about learning In Ditch That Textbook, teacher and blogger Matt Miller encourages educators to throw out
meaningless, pedestrian teaching and learning practices. He empowers them to evolve and improve on old, standard,
teaching methods. Ditch That Textbook is a support system, toolbox, and manifesto to help educators free their teaching
and revolutionize their classrooms.
This primer for undergraduates explains how to write a clear, compelling, well-organized research paper, with tips and illustrated
examples for each step of the process.
In the not-too-distant past, students were expected to turn in only handwritten or typed papers. However, with today's ease of
access to the Internet and free applications, teachers are now expecting students to go beyond the confines of text-only
productions. Various online programs make it possible to create multi-layered term papers that are rich in images, audio, and even
video. And most of these tools are free to use! Students can now access their work from nearly anywhere that has an Internet
connection. In the case of collaborative research projects, this same technology allows team members to work with each other
even when they are in different locations. A wide variety of online and offline tools, techniques, and tips to help students research,
write, edit, prepare, and present term papers are discussed and explained here. This revelatory guidebook to the latest in term
paper technology also supports Common Core Standards for the reading of technical accounts and texts.
The Legacy of Mesoamerica: History and Culture of a Native American Civilization summarizes and integrates information on the
origins, historical development, and current situations of the indigenous peoples of Mesoamerica. It describes their contributions
from the development of Mesoamerican Civilization through 20th century and their influence in the world community. For courses
on Mesoamerica (Middle America) taught in departments of anthropology, history, and Latin American Studies.
Case method teaching immerses students in realistic business situations--which include incomplete information, time constraints,
and conflicting goals. The class discussion inherent in case teaching is well known for stimulating the development of students'
critical thinking skills, yet instructors often need guidance on managing that class discussion to maximize learning. Teaching with
Cases focuses on practical advice for instructors that can be easily implemented. It covers how to plan a course, how to teach it,
and how to evaluate it. The book is organized by the three elements required for a great case-based course: 1) advance planning
by the instructor, including implementation of a student contract; 2) how to make leading a vibrant case discussion easier and
more systematic; and 3) planning for student evaluation after the course is complete. Teaching with Cases is ideal for anyone
interested in case teaching, whether basing an entire course on cases, using cases as a supplement, or simply using discussion
facilitation techniques. To learn more about the book, and to see resources available, visit teachingwithcases.hbsp.harvard.edu.
The International Student's Guide to Writing a Research Paper is a reference text for undergraduate students and those in ESL or
bridge courses who are writing a research paper for the first time. This book is partly an update of Writing a Research Paper (by
Lionel Menasche, 1998) and partly a companion to The ESL Writer's Handbook. Like WRP, teachers can move through the writing
process in stages to end up with a thorough and coherent research paper. Like a handbook, the text is less dense, with
explanations provided in sections for easy comprehension and practice exercises included.
This lively chronicle of the years 1847–1947—the century when the Jewish people changed how we see the world—is “[a] thrilling
and tragic history…especially good on the ironies and chain-reaction intimacies that make a people and a past” (The Wall Street
Journal). In a hundred-year period, a handful of men and women changed the world. Many of them are well known—Marx, Freud,
Proust, Einstein, Kafka. Others have vanished from collective memory despite their enduring importance in our daily lives. Without
Karl Landsteiner, for instance, there would be no blood transfusions or major surgery. Without Paul Ehrlich, no chemotherapy.
Without Siegfried Marcus, no motor car. Without Rosalind Franklin, genetic science would look very different. Without Fritz Haber,
there would not be enough food to sustain life on earth. What do these visionaries have in common? They all had Jewish origins.
They all had a gift for thinking in wholly original, even earth-shattering ways. In 1847, the Jewish people made up less than 0.25%
of the world’s population, and yet they saw what others could not. How? Why? Norman Lebrecht has devoted half of his life to
pondering and researching the mindset of the Jewish intellectuals, writers, scientists, and thinkers who turned the tides of history
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and shaped the world today as we know it. In Genius & Anxiety, Lebrecht begins with the Communist Manifesto in 1847 and ends
in 1947, when Israel was founded. This robust, magnificent, beautifully designed volume is “an urgent and moving history” (The
Spectator, UK) and a celebration of Jewish genius and contribution.
Lecturers, request your electronic inspection copy here This superb guide teaches you how to read critically. Its no-nonsense, practical
approach uses a specially developed reading code to help you read articles for your research project; this simple code enables you to
decipher journal articles structurally, mechanically and grammatically. Refreshingly free of jargon and written with you in mind, it’s packed full
of interdisciplinary advice that helps you to decode and critique academic writing. The author’s fuss free approach will improve your
performance, boost your confidence and help you to: Read and better understand content Take relevant effective notes Manage large
amounts of information in an easily identifiable and retrievable format Write persuasively using formal academic language and style. New to
this edition: Additional examples across a range of subjects, including education, health and sociology as well as criminology Refined
terminology for students in the UK, as well as around the world More examples dealing specifically with journal articles. Clear, focused and
practical this handy guide is a great resource for helping you sharpen your use of journal articles and improve your academic writing skills. ‘I
have used the book over the last five years with my students with great success. The book has helped students to develop their critical
thinking, reading and writing skills and when it comes to writing a dissertation they have used the code sheet in their own writing.’ - Pete
Allison, Head of the Graduate School of Education, University of Edinburgh SAGE Study Skills are essential study guides for students of all
levels. From how to write great essays and succeeding at university, to writing your undergraduate dissertation and doing postgraduate
research, SAGE Study Skills help you get the best from your time at university. Visit the SAGE Study Skills hub for tips, resources and videos
on study success!
Students will write more effective term papers with this guide to term paper ideas in print and nonprint sources on twentieth-century U.S.
history.
The television personality offers practical tips on what to do when standing before an audience, how to get laughs, and how to make a point
listeners won't forget
With this guide, major help for term papers relating to Colonial American history has arrived in a volume sure to enrich and stimulate students
in challenging and enjoyable ways. • Each event entry begins with a brief summary to pique interest • Each entry offers original and thoughtprovoking term paper ideas in both standard and alternative formats that often incorporate the latest in electronic media, such as the iPod and
iMovie • The best in primary and secondary sources for further research are annotated • Vetted, stable website suggestions and multimedia
resources, usually videos, are noted for further viewing • Alternative term paper suggestions encourage role-playing to personalize the
learning experience
With this guide, major help for nineteenth-century World History term papers has arrived to enrich and stimulate students in challenging and
enjoyable ways. • Each event entry begins with a brief summary to pique interest • Each entry offers original and thought-provoking term
paper ideas in both standard and alternative formats that often incorporate the latest in electronic media, such as the iPod and iMovie • The
best in primary and secondary sources for further research are annotated • Vetted, stable website suggestions and multimedia resources,
usually videos, are noted for further viewing • Alternative term paper suggestions encourage role-playing to personalize the learning
experience
Organizes significant twentieth-century political, social, economic, and social events covered by world history curricula into chronological
order, and suggests six term paper ideas for each event.
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